Star garland

Create a pretty garland with our 3D stars and jewels. Simply thread a ribbon through the hole to hang the decorations.

You will need:

Your Epson printer
Epson genuine ink
good quality A4 paper
Scissors
Glue or adhesive tape

Instructions:

1. Print on normal paper.
2. Cut out the star and dotted holes.
3. Fold along every line and edge.
4. Fold the design so that there is one star on each side of the fold.
5. Fold the white tabs away from the pattern.
6. Fix the tabs to the underneath of the opposite star.
7. Push the newly glued sides to puff the design out.
8. Thread a ribbon through the hole to hang the decoration.
3D Jewels

You will need:
Your Epson printer
Epson genuine ink
good quality A4 paper
Scissors
Glue or adhesive tape

Instructions:
1. Print on normal paper.
2. Cut out the jewel and dotted holes.
3. Fold along every line and edge.
4. Fold the white tabs away from the pattern.
5. From the central points, fold the design into itself and fix the tabs to the underneath of the paper.
6. Glue the remaining tabs to the inside of the gem.
7. Thread a ribbon through the hole to hang the decoration.